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Abstract— web 2.0 and its applications spread widely among
internet users. Taking advantage of the easy, the friendly and the
rich user interfaces. As consequence, the creation and the
production of content become available to anyone. The ordinary
user has step forward toward being a producer rather than
remaining passive consumer. With this usage shifting, a new
concern emerged: the quality of the User-Generated Content
UGC or the User-Created Content UCC. Our team has developed
a new concept of a Framework for managing the quality of the
validated content in the participative web based on the evaluation
of content’s quality during its lifetime on the web. As
continuation of our work, we will present a concept of extending
the quality assessment of UGC or UCC into the real world by
creating a bridge between digital content and its homologue in
the physical world (e.g. printed version …). We will combine
existing technologies such as QR codes or RFID in order to
perform the linking between the digital and the physical content.
This approach well offers the possibility of following the quality
of UGC or UCC; and eventually evaluates it; even in hard copies.
The evaluation and the assessment of physical content originated
from digital content generated through web 2.0 applications will
be done in real-time. The proposed approach is implemented to
our framework by integrating the features into the UML
diagrams in the Blog case.
Keywords-Collaborative web; content management; digital content;
physical content.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Since its introduction Tim O'Reilly in 2004, web 2.0 has
become an essential source of information for every single
need in our era; this is mainly due the revolution of the concept
of the web and its applications [1] [2]. The internet user has
passed from being a simple consumer of content on the net to
an active producer.
According to Tim O'Reilly [1], Web 2.0 brings new
features to the Web thanks to the seven concepts which are:








The Web is a services platform.
The power of collective intelligence should be
exploited efficiently.
Data is the next Intel inside.
End of the software release cycle.
Lightweight programming models
Software above the level of a single device.
Rich user experiences.

The technological and the usage revolution of web 2.0
enabled various applications that took the web to a whole new
level of surfing experience (Fig.1).

Figure 1. Web 2.0 applications

This change in the philosophy of content production and
publication increases exponentially the mass of information
available on the web. As a direct impact, new issues rise on the
net. The lack of the quality and the relevance of both
information and content are emerging as a major need for
research in the area of the participative web [3].
At first we will introduce the new concept of content
validation, and the validated Content Management Framework.
Then, we will present our new vision content management for
both digital and physical content in real-time.
II.

VALIDATED CONTENT MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

The framework proposed by our team [4] is based on two
major components: the categorization of information into types
of quality, and the categorization of users into groups [3]:


Categorization of information: unlike the earlier web, the
information is subdivided into categories that represent a
certain degree of information quality.
 Categorization of users: users are grouped into categories:
users (eventually a producer), a validator and an expert.
Each one of them has certain roles, responsibilities and
privileges.
To ensure a certain quality of content, it is submitted to two
validation processes: static and dynamic.


Static validation: When a user produces content, it is
submitted to an expert who assigns two validators whom
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will evaluate its relevance. Depending on their decision,
the content will be published with an initial quality rating
given by the combination of their note or it will be
rejected (Fig.2).

But usually, users tend to print digital content in order to
keep printed version for offline reading. For multimedia
content, users also tend to download it and put it on portable
media player or burn it on CD, DVD, B-RD ….

• produce content

User
(producer)

Expert

Validators

• assign validators to content
• monitor the validation process

• validate content
• assign intial quality indicator

Figure 2. Static validation process [4]



generate a content which are called User-Generated Content
UGC or User-Created Content UCC. Based on our
Framework, the content’s quality can be monitored and
evaluated form the moment of its creation to its elimination or
archiving. This approach is valid as long as content remains in
its digital form.

Dynamic validation: when content is validated and
published through of a static validation on the net, the
Internet community takes care of the ongoing validation
of this content during its life on the web. The degradation
of the quality of content till certain threshold causes the
elimination or archiving of this content (Fig.3).

The form shifting of content from digital to physical looses
the connection between content and its quality indicator
evaluated with our Framework.
The problem of linking the same content with different
form was already discussed by researchers in other topics. An
example this problem is the case of digital rights management
for content distribution [5]. The difficulty was how to track
and preserve digital rights of contents with continues changing
form of those goods or assets (CD, DVD,Blu-ray, flash
memory…) during distribution.
Our research is focused on the quality of User-Generated
Content UGC or the User-Created Content UCC produced by
ordinary users in the context of web 2.0 applications. The
Framework that we presented [4] can give a way to evaluate
UGC and UCC over the web. But once those content shift from
digital to physical media, we need a new vision to assess and
link the quality of these content with their original digital
content.
We propose to add identification item to content in its
physical form with certain tag that can be used to reach the
original digital content on the net and its quality details. Our
study focuses on two technologies: RFID and QR codes.


•Performed by
Experts & Validators
•Intial quality
evaluation

Static
validation

RFID: Radio Frequency IDentification, it’s a technology
that uses tags in order to identify an object from certain
distance unlike bar codes. It is used more and more on
various application such as handling manufactured goods
and materials [6]. This promising technology is tending to
be combined with web services to offer presence-aware
infrastructure for diverse application scenarios such as
committee meeting scenario [7].
The RFID technology has been used in various researches
to track digital content. It was proposed in the context of a
Framework to mange digital rights and tracks it in its
physical form such as digital mediums (Fig.4): CD, DVD
or memory card [8]

Dynamic
validation
•Performed by the web
community.
•continus quality
evaluation

Figure 4. Tracking digital rights based on digital mediums and RFID
Tags[8]

Figure 3. Static and dynamic validation complementary processes [4].

III.

BRIDIGING CONTENT QUALITY BETWEEN DIGITAL AND
PYSICAL WORLD

With easiness of accessibility of web 2.0 applications such
as blogs, wikis and social networks, everyone can produce or

The RFID Tags can contain various information related to
content, including URL that points to the content on the web.


QR code: Quick Response code is 2 dimensional code or
matrix barcode that was initially designed for automotive
industry. QR codes offer more potential than the 1D
barcodes.
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Figure 5. QR Code (2D) and EAN-13 (1D) barcodes encoding the same data
(3254565174110)[6].

Some researches already used QR codes to link content
with a web service by scanning the public QR code to obtain a
URL in order to reach other information (Private part). The
retrieved data are combined with the scanned to adapt
contextual messages [9].
Linking print and digital content with QR codes is not a
new concept [10], especially that any Smartphone become a
QR code scanner. In our approach, we propose to link physical
content (print or digital medium) via QR code with its
correspondent digital content in the web. With this process, the
user can know the current quality of the physical content that
he possesses and eventually he can give his feedback and
evaluate it.
Conceptually, the two proposed technologies are quite
similar; both are intended to provide rapid and reliable item
identification-and-tracking capabilities. The key difference
between the two technologies is that QR code scans a printed
label with imaging technology.

Figure 6. The link between the quality of digital and physical content [11]

IV.

APPROACH IMPLANTATION: BLOG EXTENSTION CASE
STUDY

The framework of the validated content proposed by our
team was implemented in a blog system to publish and mange
validated blog posts [4, 11]. The presented approach in this
paper will bring new functionalities by extending the
framework; therefore the modeling done in the previous work
needs to be adjusted in order to reach the new requirements.

On the other hand, RFID scans or interrogates a tag using
radio frequency signals. The table below summarizes the
advantages and the inconveniences of both QR code and RFID:
QR Code
Advantages

 Simple
 Economic
 Reader available
in a simple phone

RFID
 Tag can be hidden
 Read/write
 Information update
 Lifecycle

Inconveniences  Read only
 sensitivity to
 Labels can be environment
erased by time.
 cost
 reader
implementation
Table 1.

the

The link between the quality of digital and physical content

Our approach relies on generating and integrating tags or
labels (RFID or QR code) with physical version of the UGC or
UCC. The evaluation of content’s quality based on our
approach it’s a sustainable process. So when the content is
printed or burned at certain moment tn, the user can’t know the
state of this content’s quality at tn+1 based on its physical
version.
Nowadays basic Smartphone offers the functionality to
scan QR code labels, others can even be extended with RFID
reader. Via the Tag in the content, the Smartphone can read it
and then point to the unique digital version of the initial content
on the web. Then, user can know the actual content’s quality at
tn+1 and participate in its evaluation process.

Figure 7. Use case diagram

The new use cases diagram includes new actor that was
identified by analyzing the new requirements of the system.
We modeled in this situation the Smartphone because in one
hand, it becomes a popular device among users. On the other
hand, the mobile technologies have known a breakthrough with
technological development made on both levels: software
(android, windows 7) and hardware (mobile processors
architecture, high imaging capabilities)
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The uses case diagram previous use case diagram contains
several use cases. Based on the new vision of validating both
digital and physical content, the use case diagram (see figure
below) will contain two new use cases: “scan tag” and “print
post” use cases.

In the “print post” sequence diagram described above, the
user requests from the blog system to save or print the current
blog post. The Blog system retrieves the needed information
from the database. The next step includes the generation of the
tag by the system. In the case of QR codes technology, the
system generates the necessary tag that points to the blog post
and its quality information state. After saving the generated tag
in the data base, the system precedes the generation of the blog
post in its pre-physical version that includes the tag as a header.
The finale phase is sending the final documents to the user so
that he can print it or save in a digital medium for future
purpose.

Figure 8. Scan tag sequence diagram

Each use case represent the new features integrated with the
framework so that the system can deliver the quality
information with physical version of the blog post, at the same
time users can know the state of information quality including
its validation state form the physical version.
In “scan tag” sequence diagram, the user uses his mobile
device or Smartphone equipped by digital scanner for QR code
to scan the tag of the physical version of blog post. Then, the
Smartphone requests the blog post quality information from the
system. As result, the system will send back this information to
the user through his device. After accomplishing this phase,
users have always the right to view the actual blog post content
with its current quality information. Eventually, after
authenticating, users can participate in the validation by
dynamically validating the blog post.
Another possibility added to the system, is the preparation
of the version that will be used to print the blog post or save it
in a digital medium. The portable version is considered a prephysical version for the digital blog post. In our case, the
suitable version is PDF (Portable Document Format) files.

Figure 10. Class diagram of the enhenced blog system

The enhancements done in the system don’t have
implications on the class diagram molding (see figure 10).
Mainly the generated QR code will point to the blog post based
on its blogID attribute; therefore all the needed information
will be retrieved based on this attribute form the system.
The enhanced blog system offers the possibility to create
not only a validated blog posts with known quality, but also to
create validated versions of the same content published within
the system in their physical versions.
After integrating the approach with the validated content
framework, it can be applied to other web 2.0 applications. The
priority must be given to wiki systems because of their crucial
role in the actual knowledge of users on the web.
Figure 9. Print post sequence diagram

The results obtained from our case study proved that
bridging the concept of content’s quality assessment between
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two different worlds (digital and physical) is possible. Also, the
results in the case of Blogs encourage us to extend this
approach in the case of other web 2.0 applications (Wikis,
Social networks…)
V.

CONCLUSION

The web 2.0 with its collaborative and participative feature
encourages users to create and generate content easily. As a
result, the web becomes a giant container for UGC and UCC.
Our Framework for the management of the validated content
offers the ability of to evaluate this information and content’s
quality over the web. But when it comes to the physical version
of this content, it remains unable to assess and evaluates its
quality. In this paper, we presented a new concept to extend our
Framework to enclose even the physical content originated
form participative web. We give an overview for the two
possible technologies candidates for this process that are RFID
and QR code. The implementation of the new approach into
our framework is given in the case of blogs through UML
diagrams.
The aim of this approach is bridging the physical and the
digital world through simple technologies available to anyone.
The potential is very promising and may lead to create a
complete validated web that contains the UGC and UCC in
their various formats and versions.
As perspective of our work, we propose to develop an
approach of a system capable of tracking and classifying
physical version of UGC/UCC. The purpose of this approach is
to integrate the content into the new vision of internet of things.
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